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SCIENCE FAIR

We had a great time during the scientific workshops! Children met many famous inventors,

scientists, and innovators! For example, Archimedes was talking about a body immersed in

water; Fleming prepared an experiment with mold on cheese; Newton brought an apple to

prove the gravitation; Einstein was trying to be clear with his theory of relativity; Bell

showed us his first telephone; Lister taught us how to fight bacteria… Thank to these wise

people we are able to be a step closer to real science.





MAGIC SPACE

Zoom, zoom, zoom, we’re going to the moon! Maybe you were wondering why you saw so

many rockets, space stations, planets or aliens in our kindergarten in November. That’s

because it was the Magic space week, a week full of fun projects and space discoveries!

We were building cardboard rockets, painting the planets, creating solar systems. We

became the astronauts or aliens. No matter what, we had a great fun and shared our class

projects with friends. And it was magnificent!





FOREST TRIP

In November, we had so much fun making our bird feeders! Sustainable, eco-friendly or

recycled - different kinds, shapes and sizes - just to please the birds in winter and enjoy

forest, in addition. So we hope when you walk in Horsky park, Zelezna studienka or Koliba,

you will see it! 



EVERYDAY FUN

No matter how busy we were, we still enjoyed our time with play and fun...



WE SPY



How do we know it is a Christmas time?

NURSERY

Sárka (MD Alpacas): We know lebo je snow and cold a máme vyzdobené!

Kika (MD Alpacas): Noo lebo maminka vie.

Adam (KOL Koalas): Snow is outside.

Alexej (KOL Koalas): Because we have a Christmas tree at home.

Linda (KOL Koalas): Everywhere are Christmas decorations.

Fleur (HP Llamas): That! (pointing at the Christmas tree ҥҦҧҨ )

Riško (HP Penguins): Because I get some chocolate and we bring some

Christmas tree.

Katka (HP Penguins): Santa will come to my Christmas tree and bring presents.

Sophie (HP Penguins): Rain turns into snow.

Milo (SM Sharks): St. Nicholas came and he brought sweets and Ježiško will come

on Christmas and he will bring for us gifts. And I know it´s Christmas because is

snowing outside and we are building a snowman, we have snowball war and we are

hiking big mountains.

Amélia (SM Sharks): After one week Ježiško will come and we have gifts under

Christmas.

Lucka (SM Hedgehogs): When we have tree it´s Christmas time. Ježiško is

bringing gifts and is little bit cold and we can see many light.

RECEPTION

Lucy (KOL Kiwis): Because everyone is telling us it´s Christmas.

Alexey (KOL Kiwis): There is a lego batman Christmas tree.

Evička (KOL Kiwis): Someone in our classroom is having a Christmas tree and

there are presents under it.

Kamilka (HP Flamingos): Because it's snowy.

Rosetta ( HP Flamingos): My mummy told me that it's Christmas. And how does

she now? A Christmas tree! A snowman! And presents! And gingerbread men. We

baked them.

Lazi (MD Dragonflies): Because of the snowflakes and the presents come through

the chimney.  

Adam (MD Dragonflies): No Vianoce? We have gifts for teachers and dado told

me.



Leny (SM Pandas): Because it is getting cold, I know when I need to dress up

warmer.

Y1

Eva K (KOL Orcas): Because it´s snowing.

Eva V (KOL Orcas): Because it´s 12th month of the year.

Didi (KOL Orcas): Because we have Christmas tree at home.

Naďka (KOL Orcas): Because I have advent calendar and I need to open 24

windows to be Christmas.

Tamarka (KOL Orcas): So there is snow, cold and frosty.

Hugo (HP Raccoons): It is still autumn but it´s not Christmas. It is in 8 days.

Marína (HP Raccoons): Že sú všade ozdoby a snehové vločky a cencúle.

Lucas (HP Pufferfish): I know because it was snowing.

Klaudie (HP Pufferfish): I know that Christmas is in... just 8 times we need to sleep

and then it’s Christmas.

Lauri (MD Butterflies): Because! And because on my calendar we change it for

Christmas. My mommy says and we have with my sister some golden necklace and

we are doing some decoration like a garland.

Baška (SM Owls): Because Santa did go. We have decorations, sometimes is

snowing, and we have Christmas socks.

Alex S. (SM Owls): It snows a lot. We set decorations, bake cookies, have a dinner

and then we have gifts.

CHRISTMAS SHOW PREPARATION

How busy and excited we were to get ready for our Christmas performance! We loved

learning our songs, raps, and dances, and all helped out making our costumes and props.

We were sorry to quit the show, but we hope you enjoy the performance as much as we

did, preparing and performing it, at least in video! Hopefully, next year we all meet again in

a real theatre…



SAINT NICOLAS IN KINDERGARTEN

Imagine our joy when were visited by St Nicholas and his helpers, the angel and the devil!



We performed our "Christmas story" masterpieces with big smiles on our faces and were

rewarded with special treats and words of advice. We enjoyed their visit and felt great pride

with our achievements.

TEACHERS´ INQUIRY

What was the best present you have ever got?

Magda (HP): I got a cow. A real one, her name is Jitka and she lives in an animal

sanctuary. I am her official adoptive mom now ѮѯѰѱ

Katka Bubli (MD): It was the Troll Barbie in 90´s ѮѯѰѱ!

Jude (HP): My own bag of crisps all for myself !



Kubo (KOL) : A drumset. Real one! My first ever.

Mimi (KOL): Tickets for paragliding.

Táňa U (HP): BMX and black bunny with a red ribbon around the neck – my first pet.

Vane (SM): It was a long time ago, on Christmas morning when I found the toy

kitchen, with all the gadgets, underneath the tree. I wanted it so much, It was a

wonderful emotion!

Katka (SM): I remember how proud I was when I got my very first school bag for

Xmas. It was a long wait until September to officially wear it, haha.

Silvi (SM): The best present I have ever got was my first computer. I was astonished

and couldn’t believe my eyes... I must have been a very good girl back then :)

CHRISTMAS WORKSHOPS

Who needs Santa's workshop when you can create your very own? That's exactly what we

did, as we listened to our favourite old fashioned Christmas songs, and enjoyed the festive

atmosphere. We hope you like them! Merry Christmas!

Are you interested what was special in our classrooms? Click here
and read about our class projects we´ve been working on.



LATEST NEWS

Here it comes! After a long time of waiting for swings, slides

and monkey bars, we are happy to have our

RECONSTRUCTION of the PLAYGROUND in Mlynska

dolina almost done. 

Late Autumn was again the time when we, unfortunately, had

to spend some time online. Lots of children joined our ZOOM

LESSONS due to quarantines and managed really great. We

would like THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT and

cooperation and let us wish for all of us to be online as little

as possible in new year.

We welcomed a nice VISIT from our CAMBRIDGE

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL. Mr Luke and Ms

Claudia, the teachers in Y2, came to share their

spark and joy about being a "first grader". We played

we were at school and learned there is nothing to be

afraid of when going to school.

We have a NEW Funiversity member. Ms Ivetka from

Horsky park got her baby boy André on Saint Nicolas day.

They both are healthy, happy and looking forward to spend

their first Christmas together...

Congratulations from all of us :)

OUR ART GALLERY

OUR CLASS PROJECTS



Ms Veronika from Mlynska dolina said "bye" to her Y1

Butterflies and looks forward to have a baby soon...

Good luck Ms Veve

Even this year we were part of the beautiful project „How

much love can fit into a SHOEBOX?“. Many senior citizens

have no family or friends to spend Christmas time with and

receive no gifts. So we decided to change it as much as we

could. We collected and distributed gift-filled shoeboxes to

the elderly. Kids decorated boxes, made cards and small

presents full of good wishes to show our care. We are pretty

sure that we helped to warm the hearts of our seniors.

Thank you very much for your participation.
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